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Conference leaves mark
More than 170 people attended this year's HBCU Newspaper Conference,
ByAlan Beard & Nicole
Edwards
Sports y^riter and News Writer
The fourth annual Historically
Black Colleges and Universities
Newspaper Conference ended its two-
year run at Tennessee State University
on Feb. 11-12.
The conference was hosted and
planned by TSU's student newspaper,
tElje itleter. The HBCU Newspaper
Conference is the creation of Lonnie
Morris Jr., who was the editor of The
PHOTO BYJOHN CARROLL
which is a record attendance.
Spokesman at Morgan State University
in 1997. The first conference, held at
Morgan, was attended by five schools.
It was there that guidelines were set in
accordance to the conference along with
the idea that a school would host the
see 'Conference' on page 3
Housing application process changes
BySara M. Caldwell
Contributing Writer
In the middle of the spring semester
each year, students are faced with the
daunting task of choosing and applying
to live in the dorm or apartment complex
of their choice.
In the past, many students skipped a
day of classes in order to have housing
for the next school year.
This year, things are different.
According to Dean PeggyEarnest, direc
tor of residence life, the Student
Government Association asked that the
housing application process be changed
to the weekend due to students skipping
class.
One of the biggest problems with
the process last year was waiting in long
lines for housing. Some students waited
in line as long as six hours in order to get
into the residence hall of their choice.
Instead of waiting in line at a resi
dence hall or the apartments this yeiu",
students will stand in line in room 040 of
Kean Hall on Saturday, Feb. 26 and
Saturday, March 4 from 9 a.m. until 2
p.m. Each dormitory and apartment com
plex will be represented, and students
will present applications to the staff.
The change comes as a result of the
SGA and Residence Life's efforts "to
accommodate students," explained
Earnest.
It affects "all currently housed resi
dents," and if students miss the March 4
session, they should take their applica
tions to where they wish to live.
In mid-January, students that are
currently housed in the Thomas and
Jones, Court Villa and Heiman Street
complexes were offered the chance to
renew their housing applications until







Author and creator of the populaj|
rFamous Amos" cookies delivered a motiva-j
ional speech which had a packed audience it
;he Humanities Building auditorium glued t(
leir scat.s on Feb. 15. y ;
, The speech was centered around th#.
'atermelon, which is a .source of inspiration^
lo Wally Amos. Broken down into aif
^acronym, each letter of the word "watermel
on" is thebeginning of an in-spirational theme
which Amos lives by and feels everyone
; should live by.
Some of his principles include energy
and respect. According lo Amos, the energy
, projected is relleclcd back in the results of
work, or the reactions the people work with.
Amos said respect should be mentioned
in the same aspect. One reason is because the
amount of respect one receives will be the
same amount given back.
The mo.st important quality to carry
through life according to Amos is love.
"When you tell someone you love them.
It's only because you love younself." he said.
'Love is the answer, regardless of the ques-
Jon."
Amos said another important aspect is to
jossess a strong sense of dedication and com-
nitment. Without these things you'll go
lowhere in life, Amos said.
"Commitment is the match that lights the
Ire," he said.
He also said that a lot of people
ipproached situations saying they're going to
jy to do it, as oppt^sedto saying they're aclu-
illy going to do it.
Amos patterns his life around many
jroverbs. His favorite is "find the fun in what
you do. and you'll find fun in life."
Amos, who initially pursued a career in
:he entertainment industry as a promoter and
nanager. has applied the free-spiritedness
md creati\ it> of that industry to his evervday
ife.
This was evident from his style of dress
which featured an unusually large hat
ie.signed to l(X)k like the inside of a water-
Tielon. Next was his sweater which con-
;ained every color imaginable. Even his
ihoes were a \enuc of expression. Them
ee famous Amos' on pace 2
g.
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Nation
Two teenagers were killed in Littleton, Colo., and
no clues were left about the perpetrators. Investigators
are still clueless as to who killed the couple. The family
of 16-year-old Stephanie Hart and 15-year-old Nicholas
Kunselman says that the two planned to marry after
graduation.
The Subway sandwich shop is about two blocks




school .shooting in American history less than a year ago.
Police say that the crimes are not related.
Science & Technology
A leak in a steam generator caused an alert at a
nuclear power facility in New York state early last
Wedne.sday morning. Indian Point 2, the site of the leak
and the alert, is part of Con Edison's Indian Point site
that include.s Indian Point I and Indian Point 3.
Power plant officials said that power plant number
2 had a release of radioactive steam, but the type and fre
quency were below dangerous levels.
Local
Two schools and several hundred residents were
evacuated after a propane-hauling train derailed in the
small community of Baxter, Tenn. Two tankers over
turned and a third was in danger of flipping when the
train derailed in the center of town, the morning of Feb.
15.
Baxter is about 64 miles east of Nashville. About
1^440 students were evacuated from two schools right
next to each other and about a mile from the derailment.
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Weather
The deadliest tornado to hit Georgia since 1944
struck several communities, killing at least 18 people.
The storm touched down in dozens of areas around
the South, and in at least seven states, but the majority of
the damage wasin GradyCounty and the town of Cairo,
Ga. This rural community, consisting mostly of farm
land and trailers, was diminished to rubble overnight
according to Georgia officials.*
Have any news?
Contact Mitchell
Amos says to be true to self
from page *1 business. So with the help of a friend, he
opened a cookie store in 1970. The name
"Famous" Amos emerged and has lasted
till this day. He has since written a few
books which have done quite well on the
market. Amos said there is no particular
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were paintings on them of the sun and
glued to them were seedsfrom none other
than the watermelon.
When his career in entertainment
slowed down, Amos decided to turn his
passionate hobby of baking cookies intoa
Housing to be less stressful
from page 1
Feb. 11 before the housing rush begins.
Wilmer Jackson, a senior and Heiman
Street resident, said that he wasn't really
affected by the change, but doesn't expect
rriuch change.
"It will be chaotic, as usual. If any
thing, I would worry about it being under
staffed," Jackson said.
Earnest refutes the concern by
explaining that each dorm will have peo
ple during the application process, and she
"plan[s] to ask some[other] people to help
with the process; mostly, there will be
Residence Life staff involved."
Another change in the process is the
application itself. It has been slightly
enlarged, and a disclaimer was added that
explains that housing is based on avail
ability and may be changed.
Earnest saidthat she didn't want any
one to assume anything was set, and the
disclaimer was included to explain the
process as much as possible.
"I believethat it will bring more order
because trying toget in the donns last year
was hectic," said Joleen Barry, a sopho












She used the trial of O. J.
Simpson and the incident at
Columbine last year to show how
this country ha.s lost its focus.
"People were surprised at
the overall reaction of African-
Americans after the O.J. verdict.
While the country tore itself
apart to find out what led the two
assassins to go awry at
Columbine. The country fails to
look at the fact that African
American children have been
killing each other for years. This
needs to be looked at, written
®()e Meter
she said.
She said as young Black
journalists, students will not be
good reporters until they start
noticing the world around them,
even when not on duty.
Mathis told the audience of
young journalists during her
speech that, "if you have the
power of language you have the
power of influence. Please use
your job to make goodness the
norm and badness the news."
During the first event
besides Mathis, Mia McNeil,
chairwoman of the conference
and editor in chief of Clje Meter,
presided over the welcoming
address and introductions of the
speakers. TSU President James
Joesph Boyce delivers address at banquet.
newspaper.
The second day of the con-
from page 1
conlerence for two years before
it was traded to another institu
tion.
More than 175 people
attended the conference this year
and 16schools were present. The
attendance has improved from
the first conference which con
sisted of 15 people.
It was also determined that
the conference would best serve
its purpose if it were always
organized by students on the
staffsof HBCUnewspapers. This
is the second year TSU has host
ed the conference and it will be
tradedto HowardUniversity next
year. .
The theme for this year's
conference was "A Journey Into
the World of Bold Print." The
opening events were held in the
Floyd-Payne Campus Center in
the Forum. The keynote speaker
on Feb. 11 was Deborah Mathis,
a national correspondent for
Gannett News Service.
She has covered President
Bill Clinton since he ran for
Arkansas attorney general in
1976, and she currently writes a
syndicated column that appears
in more than 100 newspapers
worldwide. She is currently
working on a book titled Yet A
Stranger - Why Black Americans
Still Don't Feel at Home.
Her speech was about
integrity, an inspiration for stu
dent joumalisLs who have been
called "sell outs" for writing the
truth. Mathis told of how she has
been in journalism in some form
or another since she was 14 years
old.
"We need more soldiers in
the business of journalism,"
JeanThompson awards AprilTurner Best Overall Newspaper for The Hilltop.
unteer staff. And the last work
shop was "Everyone's a Critic,"
a seminar on improving feature
page* of student newspapers.
One highlight of the two-
day conference was the job fair
sponsored by the American
Society of Newspaper Editors in
Kean Hall where over 20 news
papers and organizations were in
attendance in search of students
who needed jobs or internships.
Another highlight of the
conference was the annual
awards banquet. The keynote
speaker at the dinner was Joseph
Boyce, former senior editor of
the Wall Street Journal.
Boyce said good reporting
does not just consist of attending
an event, asking a few questions
and obtaining a couple of quotes
from people who were there.
Good reporting entails getting to
the bottom of the story until there
are no more places to go.
After his speech, awards
were given out which were
judged by the Nashville Chapter
of the National Association of
Black Journalists.
Awards given included Best
Editorial, "Bombings should
spark policy change" by Omar
Kelley (TVie Famuan); Best Arts
and Entertainment Article, "Rap
Competition Kicks Supports,
Rappers Prepare for Next
Round" by Jonelle Whitlock
{The Hilltop! Howard
University); Best Sports Article,
"Dickerson draws blueprint for
happiness" by Harold Freeman
{The Pen! St. Augustine's
College); Best Features Article,
"Ayanna Mackins: The
Globetrotter" by John-John
Williams IV {The Hilltop); Best
News Article, North Carolina
Central University and Best
Overall Newspaper, TheHilltop.*
about and talked about," Mathis
said.
She also told the students to
get into journalism to help others
and not to do it for themselves.
Mathis said she wants students to
stay informed and to know about
the changing world around them.
"Do not throw information
away, file information. This will
be your greatest tool as an adult,"
The conference reached a record attendance.
A. Hefner spoke to the attending
young journalists with great aspi
rations.
"There is no greater training
ground than that of writing at
your own university," he said.
The first day of the confer
ence proceeded with two work
shops that the attendees signed
up for according to their prefer
ence. "Resume Doctor" was a
one-on-one informational on
how to improve resumes. The
overall content and appearance
of student's resumes were exam
ined by professionals working in
the field of journalism.
The other workshop,
"Politics as News - News as
Politics," involved a discussion
on different articles the partici
pating schools might have pub
lished. They looked at the issue
of endorsing certain candidates
during student elections. This
discussion brought to light the
possibility of bias if for instance
one of the candidates has two or
three friends working for the
ference was a busy one for the
students. The first workshop was
the "Copy Editing Clinic
(Hammer Your Grammar)."
Students sat through a four hour
seminar on fundamentals of
headline writing, copy editing,
building relationships with
reporters and math for copy edi
tors.
The next workshop was
"Great Reporting (How to
Follow the Dollars)" sponsored
by Reuters America. It focused
on business writing, the passion
for the type of writing and how
business affects everyday lives.
Representatives from The
Baltimore Sun and Dow Jones
Newspaper Fund spoke to stu
dents about business reporting,
how it affects the community and
how to develop and come up
with story ideas for news writers.
Other workshops for the day
included "Management: The
Buck Stops Here," a workshop
on how to motivate a student
newspaper who mostly has a vol
ALL PHOTOS BY JOHN CARROLL
AND JONATHAN GRAY
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What ive think From where I sit: The Greek Life
For ihose of us here at Tennessee State
University who have seen the show "Forgive or
Forget" which airs on the Fox network, have noticed
that there is a new host, Robin Givens, ex-wife of
boxing champ Mike Tyson.
The former host was Mother Love, a former
radio and television personality.
When the show first aired it was very intimate.
It consisted of people who had done reprehensible
things and they appeared on the show to ask for for
giveness.
Now the show has taken a turn for the worse.
There were two main reasons for asking
Mother Love to step down: 1) she was not physical
ly appealing to the television audience and 2) she
did not want to leave the initial theme of the show.
Now Robin Givens is the host and it is just
another Ricki Lake marathon.
So the question is "What is aesthetically pleas
ing to society?"
To define "aesthetics" is the philosophy of art
and beauty. Who is to say that we, as the younger
••jje.Te. v\ei\ e.Tvg,u\?ed by Mother Love'?,
insight, opinion and wit.
Of course Mother Love was not your typical
model type television host, but neither are Star Jones
("The View"), Rosie G'Donneli ("The Rosie
Show") and Oprah Winfrey. Society today needs
more African-American hosts that are stable and
mother figures.
Why would the executives of "Forgive and
Forget" want to tamper with .something good and
make it bad?
Beauty is a personal perspective.
Beauty can be perceived from many things
besides physical attributes, such as a positive per
sonality, nice smile, someone who is spirituallycen
tered, educated, financially stable and someone who
has plans and goals for life.
Society is too accustomed to relying on the
physical allributes of people and not focusing on the
mailers of common sense.
Reality is If we see a full-figured woman host
ing a show substance versus a model type, perky
young woman hosting the same show,we will pay
more attention to the young woman.
Is beauty really only skin deep?Whatever hap
pened to powerof the mindversus physical attribut
es?
"Forgive or Forget" was very compassionate
with a more calm audience. Now, it is simply justa
chance to see Robin Givens, where no one pays
attention to the message the show sends anymore.
Possessing a good heart, wisdomand a positive






Ladies and gentlemen, allow me
to be the first person to welcome you
to Greek weeks here at Tennessee
Stale University. This week is a good
opportunity to dispel three myths that
I have heard dealing with the Greek
life here at TSU.
DISCLAIMER: The views
expressed here are not those of all
those involved in Greek life at TSU -
just some of them, but they won't tell
you that. In this editorial the word
"Greeks" will be used to represent.
"members of Greek organizations."
Issue #1 : All men and women
change after they become Greek.
True and false. If you don't
change at ail after you become Greek
something is wrong. I have changed,
but not in the way a lot of people
think.
I have another responsibility on
my plate and less time for things that I
used to do. So. if I'm not in the places
I used to go, it's not because I'm stuck
up, but because I am dead tired and in
my bed recuperating. However, I'll be
the first to admit that I have watched
people change after they "crossed"
and it's quite sad, but I have found that
if the friends of those people are truly
friends, they will put those people in
check and let them know that they
have changed.
Issue #2: Greek.s only party and
party in excess.
False, although there is an excep
tion to every rule. When people look
from the outside, all they may see are
the parties, but many people don't
understand that the concept of being in
a fraternity or sorority is service.
While some of the standards of
Greek organizations are different, the
concept of service is always the same.
I think often times that the purpose of
the. service taViie in the student center
has been skewed. Scoping out poten
tials is not the purpose of that table,
but it is to give out information that
otherwise would not be known by the
TSU student body.
As for that party thing, planning a
party does not leave much time to
"party." Most importantly, those tiying
to get an education have no time to
open and close every party.
Issue #3 : Being Greek gets you
recognition on campus a.k.a. makes
you the "bomb."
False. Let me let you guys know
something. Even if I were not wearing
three letters on my chest, I would still
be the bomb on this campus. That's
not being conceited, but that's having
.self-confidence that many lack when
they join these organizations.
Any time a person believes that
they will become somebody when
they become Greek, they don't need to
join anything.
It is imperative that you get your
self straight before you take on the
task of joining anything, because in
organizations, as in life, a person can
be easily persuaded into beliefs and
actions that are not reflective of their
personality if they are not grounded.
Always remember that YOU
make the organization. The organiza
tion DOES NOT make you.
So enjoy the.se week.s becau.se
they are a lot of fun. If you're interest
ed in an organization, take this time to
find what's right for you and if it is
something that you believe in working
with. The Greek life is not for every
one and that's a good thing because
that's what makes this campus diverse.
Ultimately, just be real with yourself
because that is the only person that
counts.*






Ah well - He never liked the name
Peanuts anyway.
For the world's biggest loser,
Charlie Brown certainly had a lot
going for him. Only Charles Schultz
could open a comic strip with Chuck
skipping along happily and little chil
drenexchanging theirbanterof "Good
or Charlie Brown. How I hate him!"
Overthe years Chuck delighted us
by introducing us to all the neighbor
hood kids. Pestering her little brother
Linu.s, and mocking him because of
his blanket. Lucy would say "darn" to
the lemonade stand and set up a psy
chiatrist's booth instead.
And meanwhile, Charlie Brown's
life would slil! be made miserable with
a simple football. Chuck's little sister
Sally spent her days kicking the walls
of the school in innocent hatred, and
fawning over Linus as her "Sweet
Baboo." Schroeder, spokesperson for
classical music, was always annoyed
with lovestruck Lucy while
Woodstock and Snoopy danced on his
piano and played with the intricately
drawn music notes that popped up
from nowhere.
Next came, outspoken advocate
and tomboy. Peppermint Patty and her
shy sidekick Marcie who meshed
together like chalk and cheese with
Patty's trademark line of "Don't call
me Sir!"
Andlastly, there's irony in a loser
that owns a dog that can upstage you
in one strip. Snoopy was constantly
with his typewriter andconstantly get
ting his stories rejected.
Charlie Brown will never talk to
the little red-haired girl. Lucy will
always make a fool of him at the psy
chiatrist's booth. Schroeder will never
get someone to understand Beethoven
way he does. Peppermint Patty will
never getMarcie to stopcalling her sir.
The only person who will probably
ever stay happy is Snoopy.
Charles Schultz always said his
baby would stop only when he died.
Farewell Charles Schultz, one of









Gasoline prices have reached a nine-
year high in recent days with gas prices
soaringas high as $1.42 in the west, which
always acquires the highest gasoline
prices, to $1.31 in the southeast which has
the lowest prices. All of this is a result of
the high demand,but low production of
crude oil which is used to make gasoline.
A lop Clinton official reported to
Reuters that, "these prices will soon stabi
lize after hints from top Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Companies (OPEC)
heavyweights Saudi Arabia and Venezuela
that the cartel may be ready to increa.se
production."
Crude oil sales had reached their
highest level selling for $30 a barrefibut
dropped overnight to $28.37 and are
expectedto have even greaterdecreases in
the near future. While all of this is good
news, it does not deter us from the fact
that Americans are paying high gas prices
during the winter months when gasoline-
prices are usually at their lowest point.
During the summer months, gasoline
prices are predicted to increase to $1.40 a
















prices rising to $1.60 a gallon.
Ga.soline prices have not been this
high since Desert Storm when Saudi
Arabia invaded Kuwait. During that time,
the prices were high due to the stress that
the war had caused on U.S. trading with
the Saudi Arabians.
This price increase is artificially pro
duced by OPEC, which has deliberately
cut back on oil production in a successful
effort to raise global energy prices. This
price increase had to occur in response to
low inventories of crude oil.
Gasoline prices have also become a
victim of simple supply and demand laws.
The supply of gasoline is down right now,
so in order to keep consumers from
overexerting the low supply, gasoline
companies have raised the prices to stop
people from buying too much gas.
Most students surveyed said that they
would not be filling their tanks because
the gas prices were too high. In all, this
price increase will raise the average dri
ving American's gasoline budget $300-
$350, Paul Baliew of General Motors
Corp. reported to Reuters.
Despite the recent increases in gaso
line prices, the top three auto makers are
not expected to see any great change in
their car sales. Ford, makers of the Ford
Excursion, which is the biggest and heav
iest liutk in its class with gas mileage
fluctuating between 10-18 miles to the
gallon, does not expect to see any great
changes in sales for this car. Ballew said,
" not enoughto derail [car] sales in an oth
erwise healthy economy."
Average gasoline costs for the
year 1999 were 96 cents per gallon while
in 1998 the prices averagedat $1.14. This
year, prices have already increased 41
cents.
Understanding that there are poorer
people in this country that are not benefit
ing from the successful economy, the fed
eral government has set aside $125 mil
lion to help families in the northeastern
and midwestem United States to help
them pay for oil to heat their houses.
This is probably all of the relief that
we will see. Here are some suggestions if
high gasoline prices are about to eat you
out of house and home:
1. If you cannot afford to drive, it may
be reasonable to consider walking to
where you want to go, especially if that
place is on campus. In most cases, when
considering that driving requires finding a
parking space and driving on the exterior
of the campus, walking can be the shortest
distance between two points.
2. If walking is not the option for
you, try the shuttle bus. Schedules are
available around campus so that you can
be picked up from one destination and
dropped off at another of your choice.
3. During the late spring and summer
months, when gasoline prices will be
higher, you may want to consider driving




ving with the airconditioner (a/c) on. Air
conditioning, in mostcars, causes the gas
to run down faster than it would if the a/c
was off.
4. Find a friend and share the driving
load. This is especially beneficial if you
or your friend drive a car that runs through
gasquickly. It mightprove to be relaxing
to have someone else drive for a change.
5. If allelsefails, try to conserve dri
ving mileage and budget. Plan to use gas
foronly the places thatyouneed to go and

















If the movie Any Given
Sunday is the visual expression
of the rage of a football team
hungry for a win, then the sound
track must be the audio expres
sion of that rage. Imagine the
artists on this soundtrack are a
team whose goal is to produce a
good album.
Missy Elliot, accompanied
by a powerful orchestra on her
song, "Who You Gonna Call?"
provides the appropriate kick-off
for this explosive soundtrack that
rivals the movie in its intensity.




Noreaga join forces for their fit
ting anthem "Reunited," a song
that displays their most passion-
ever-consistent Mobb Deep
makes an appearance, but is
eventually overwhelmed and
placed on the bench by the pres
ence of Goodie MOb and Ore's
(from Outkast) offering on "Sole
Sunday."
Once again, L.L. Cool J
proves that he can keep up with
the trends on his triple time "Shut
'Em Down," while Trick Daddy
and company manage to fit nice
ly into this huddle with their
bouncy "Shut Up." All of a sud
den an unexpected audible is
called when Jamie Foxx sings
the hook on the title track featur
ing a sharp Guru from Gangstarr
and a thoughtful Common.
The second half rings in
with yet another high-charged
Kid Rock concoction that urges
PHOTO BYSOURCE MAGAZINE
L.O.X.
the listener to scream "F##k
That!" But the soundtrack risks a
turnover with the all-too-brief
donation from DMX "My
Ni@@as." Mystikal then fum
bles all over his boring and
empty "Jump," but the CD is
recovered by Swizz, Drag-On
and Eve on their futuristic throw
back to old-school break beats on
"Move Right Now."
CIjc itlcter Page 6
Arts and Entertainment
underground rap trio of all time.
The L.O.X.
Their long awaited second
CD, We Are the Streets, has
grasped the attention of main
stream rap audiences and has
given them a taste of what under
ground rap is.
One outstanding track is the
number one single "Wild Out,"
which is somewhat of a cry out
for freedom from Bad Boy
Records after the fall of the
empire. Other tracks include
"Breathe Easy," where there is a
promise of "no more shiny suits/
none ofthat sh**," kicks off the
PHOTO COURTESY OF MCA RECORDS
Guy returns to the spotlight with third album.
to. For instance, each album has
it own version of the famous
"Teddy's Jam." If you enjoyed
listening to this upbeat tune,
then you will be truly disappoint
ed when you hear the third
installment of this song. There is
no type of dance beat, no groovie
lyrics from Teddy Riiey... noth
ing.
Guy III was supposed to be
the comeback for all three mem
bers, Teddy Riley, Aaron Hall
and Damion Hall. Instead this




The self proclaimed wizard
of rap, Ghostface Killah (a.k.a.
Tony Starks), has silenced his
critics once again putting an end
to the whole question of what
happened to Wu-Tang after 36
Chambers.
Supreme Clientele begins
with "Saturday Nite," where the
messiah himself tries to create
the scene of that Saturday night
when he was accused with pos
session of a loaded handgun.
Outstanding tracks like"Wu
Banga 101" featuring Raekwon,
brought back old memories of
what the clan was and will be in
the future.
Other songs include "We
Made It," "Stay True,"
Malcolm," "Ghost Deini" and of
course the hot new single
Apollo Kids," which brought
out the creativeness of
Ghostface. It answers those crit
ics who question his rap sur-
premacy.
Productions from the man
himself, RZA, make this CD
very unique and no doubt have
secured their place in the hip-
hop hall of fame. Franklin
Alexander*




Comrows, brown eyes and a
sexy new video are all important
elements to keep in mind as we
take a journey around the world
and back with D'Angelo, who
serves as our pilot on his private
jet called Voodoo.
Michael "D'Angelo" Archer
has been fiying high in the big sky
of music for a while. His debut
flight was made in 1995 when he
took off with Brown Sugar and
after that it was smooth sailing.
Now we are in the year 2000
and he has had five years of
experience with numerous flight
attendants and successful landings.
At the beginning we hmd on "The Line." with
the help of a massaging guitar and before that we
sway "Left and Right." along with Redman and
Method Man. while D'Angelo tells us: "And if U
dreamed 2 befree/1 can take U there just follow
me/Balyy I won't, I won't/Steer U wrong."
Later on, while our appetizer is frying in
"Chicken Grease," we are told that we'll have to
make a stop "One Mo'Gin." On our stop to Spain
we are forced to get comfortable, grab a partner
and do some salsa steps to the "Spanish Joint."
Like the Tennessee Titans,
the artists played a good half, but





Wait no longer, because The
L.O.X. is back on a new label
and with a new attitude, so wild
out! Finally, the s^ets have
indeed spoken and we are now
witnessing the return of the illest
As we move from the
dance floor we hear the
sweet melodies of a
remix when D'Angelo
serenades us with his own
version of "Feel Like
Makin' Love" (originally
sung by Roberta Flack).
After that...the unthink
able happened. The Artist
formally known as Prince
must have had some sort
of influence on
D'Angelo's flight.
As we boarded the jet
again to continue our
flight, we were told that
there would be a feature^
film shown... and oh,
what a film.
Accompanied by the
music to "Untitled (How Does It Feel)," we curi
ously watched a close up shot of a man's car. The
camera slowly panned around to this man's closed
eyes. As they opened, he said with an innocent
stare, "Girl it !y all on U/Have it \our This
video was a work of art that left all of the females
speechless. Needless to say, D'Angelo was the
pilot and star of the video.
Let's just say that theplane is still in flight and
he still has lots of passengers. So,get your ticket in
first clas.s and gel ready because any trip on flight
Voodoo is smooth and stress- free.*
PHOTO BY ENTERTAIN,MENT WEEKLY
D'Angelo
track; "Recognize," which was
produced by DJ Premier and
"Rydeor Die, B****," featuring
Ruff Ryders' first lady Eve and
Drag-On, where they all traded
verses letting the streets know
that the Ruff Ryders have defi
nitely arrived.
Productions from Swizz
Beatz, PK and Timberland gave
real hip-hop fans a taste of what
direction rap is taking in the
new millennium. Franklin
Alexander
GUY GUY III 1
If you are a Guy fan, then
surely you have heard the latest
from the group and knew that
they must have been on some
type of drugwhen they produced
this project. First ofall, everyone
knows that their first album was
good and the second was great,
butthe third album totally sucks!
It reeks from the begininng
to end. There is not one song on
this album that isworth listening
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Arts and Entertainment
Romance, comedy make Valentine's concert
By Metra Baugh
Interim Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Tennessee State University's Gentry
Center has a reputation of starting behind
schedule for concerts. Just recently, at the
Pre-Valentine's Day Show with both com
edy and a hot R&Bgroupon the roster, the
same scenario occurred...the concert com
menced late once again.
"The performances were outstanding,
but it was unfortunate about the timing,"
Wesley P. Hall Jr., TSU sophomore and
vice president of Fly By Night
Entertainment, said. "Anyone who missed
it, missed out."
Although low support and tardiness
dominated the atmosphere, the concert's
outcome was a show that had the majority
of the audience pleased.
All of the comedians were present
and K-Ci & JoJo were ready to tell the
ladies to "Get On Up."
The 90 minute delay was because of
two factors: 1) there was a part that was
needed for the sound system and 2)
because of low attendance, the promoters
were contemplating whether they were
going to go on with the show or not.
The nighf finally began at about 8:30
with the never-ending jokes from several
comedians including Shawty-Shawty,
Chocolate, Bruce Bruce and Nard
Holston, the emcee.
Tlie first comedian that evening was
Shawiy-Shawty, a young comic, who def
initely set the evening offwith a bang after
being introduced for the second lime.
Shawty came out like he was demanding
respect from a dead crowd who didn't
know this rookie. Performing at a very
high level and keeping die audience at the
edge of their seats, Shawty took over the
show.
The next comedian to take the stage





Interim Arts and Entertainment
Editor
Looking for a restaurant mat has thai
'50s look or .something that resembles the
Shawty's performance by disappointing
the crowd with an unchocolate-like per
formance. In a recent interview with %\ye
iHtter, she said that she knew she wanted
to be a comedian "right after I graduated
from college (Winston Salem State
University) back in 1990. I started doing
comedy clubs right out of college and on
my second appearance on stage, I knew
that comedy was something I wanted to do
as a career."
The last comedian to take the stage
before the main event that night was
Bruce Bruce.
"Bruce Bruce was real warm and
receptive to the crowd," Wendell Johnson,
TSU mass communications major and
CEO of Fly By Night Entertainment, said.
Between the comedy show and the
concert, the audience was introduced to a
new poet named Tiy-E Muhammad, who
is a writer, poet, professor, lecturer and a
counselor psychologist. He only recited
two lines of his poetry, which literally had
the ladies melting in their seats.
Muhammad gave away ten copies of his
books to women in the audience who were
celebrating something (i.e., a birthday or
an anniversary).
The after party began when K-Ci &
JoJo ran to the stage dressed in matching
gray suits with silky black dress shirts.
They had the crowd under their seductive
spell as they opened with songs like "Fee
Fie Foe Fum" and "Girl," which had some
crowd of about 1,500 people singing
together, "Ba. ba, ba, ba, ba, da, da/
...Girl, ifyou don'/ really love me/ Ju.st let
me go, let me be/ So I can find someone to
love me."
There are certain ways that one can
tell that artists are dedicated to their career
and most importantly to their fans. That's
what makes the Hailey brothers so special.
That night, it was evident that K-Ci &
JoJo were dedicated because JoJo had the
flu and they still performed.
"The fact that K-Ci & JoJo kept going
Peach Pit in the popular series Beverly
Hills 902101
Then try Dalts Classic American
Grille. This restaurant has been around
since 1980 and was recently renovated to
improve customer service and to remind
customers of a '50s restaurant.
When you think of a restaurant like
Dalts, the first thing that come.s to mind is
the typical hamburgers and fries with a
strawberry shake. Not only do they sell
that, but they also have a variety of other
things as well. For an appetizer, try their
home style Buffalo wings, Spinach
Artichoke Dip. Chicken Quesadilla or
Chicken Fingers. If you're in the mood
for soup or salad try the Baked Potato
soup, Tortilla soup, Salmon Caesar salad
PHOTO BY METRA BAUGH
K-Ci Hailey brings audience to their knees with his performance.
into the crowd was a plus. They did better
than what I expected, since he (JoJo) was
sick," Johnson said.
Their passion for their music hasn't
clouded the love for their religion and
their family. If K-Ci woke up tomorrow
and he wasn't at his present status, he said,
"Well, number one I would be with my
family. That's the most important thing.
To me, it's just regular for me. This is /ike
a job," he said. "It's a blessing to be doin'
what I'm doin,' but if I wasn't doing this,
I would be at home with my family relax
ing and enjoying the goodness of life."
JoJo said, "I would be thanking God
for giving me breath to live and see anoth
er day."
Another factor that made the concert
well worth the money was the flawless
sound system. The system produced a
crystal clear reflection of K-Ci & JoJo's
strong, explosive vocals, which were
shadowed by their three back up singers.
This concert wouldn't be complete
without at least one Jodeci hit. JoJo began
or a signature specialty like the
Southwestern salad.
Dalts also serves a great selection of
sandwiches and burgers like the Dalts
club. Philadelphia Cheesesteak, Chicken
Salad club, Patty Melt, American
Cheeseburger and the Vegetarian Burger.
They even sell various types of pizzas, for
example the Philiy Cheesesteak and the
BBQ Chicken pizzas for those who want
to try something new to tantalize the taste
buds. If you're the type of person that has
a huge appetite then try one of Dalts Blue
Plate specials or have an entree. TTie Top
Sirloin is one of Dalts specialty meals,
which is great with a loaded baked potato
and a house salad. If you're not the steak
person, try some Turkey and Dressing,
to sing"Lately"and before he could get to
the second line, he responded to the audi
ence by stopping the music and saying, "I
love you too."
While some people might have
thought that lodecV broke up, that is far
from true. "We have not broken
up... We're just taking time off doing sep
arate projects right now but we are plan
ning on doing another Jodeci CD so look
out for it," K-Ci said.
The Hailey brothers are also planning
to do a gospel CD. K-Ci said, "Oh, that's
on the way too, ,so look out for that. We've
got a lot of things planned. Right now we
can't do everything at one time, but just
keep your eyes open."
The perfect show to start a perfect
Valentine's Day came to an end at about
12 a.m.'
Franklin Alexander, Arts and
Entertainment Writer, also contributed to
the article.
Meal Loaf or the Chicken Finger dinner
which would be great with a loaded
baked potato, hou,se salad or a side item
like squash casserole or cole slaw.
Finally, end your meal with one of
Dalts' homemade desserts. The Dalts
Classic Homemade Chocolate Malt Cake
or the Fudge Pecan Pie served with ice
cream to settle your stomach's sweet side.
So if you're looking for a restaurant that
serves a variety, hasa fun atmosphere and
free delivery.'
Dalts American Grille is located at
JS White Bridge Road next to Wendv's .
For more information call 352-8121 to
phone order or 352-8790 tofax order.
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Community View
By the Courage of their Convictions, a Salute to American Women
By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
Rosa Parks (b. 1913)
Rosa Parks' place in world history
lies in a single courageous action, her
refusal to give up her seat to a white man
on a Montgomery, Ala., bus on Dec. 1,
1955. Her subsequent arrest (pictured)
resulted in a mass boycott of city buses
%
Rosa Parks
and brought the civil rights movement and
Martin Luther King Jr. to national promi
nence. Yet the popular view of Parks' cat
alytic action as that of a tired seamstress
whose feet were tired after a long day of
work \s not altogether accurate. She was
also a longtime activist in the
Montgomery chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People and a well-trained and
disciplined activist. In short, she was
acutely aware of what shewas setting into
motion.
Parks and her husband have lived in
Detroit since the days of the great boycott.
She still works diligently for equal rights
for all people and continues to be a sym




Dorothy Dandridge was born in
Cleveland in 1922. Her colorful child-
. hood included abuse, a broken home and
an early career in show business. The
Depression moved the remainder of the
Dandridge family to Hollywood where
Dorothy danced with Bill "Bojangles"
Robinson in "The Big Broadcast of 1936."
Dandridge continued to suffer from
the racist structure of Hollywood, in spite
of her talent and record-breaking strides
for Black women. In 1954 she became the
First Black woman to appear on the cover
of Life magazine, and she even received
"an Academy: Av^ar(li nomination for her
• role in "Carmen Jones."
Margaret Sanger
Margaret Sanger (1883-1966)
Margaret Sanger began her career in
1912 as a nunse on the lower east side of
New York City, and almost immediately
realized that the majority of people she
treated were poor women who were in an
"almost continuous state of pregnancy."
Female contraception was practically non
existent and ail but illegal; and Sanger's
earliest recollections of the era include
"typical" Saturday nights, with hundreds
of women lined up to see the neighbor
hood abortionist. This method of illegal
and dangerous "birth control" claimed the
lives of millions of women.
Soon, Sanger abandoned her nursing
profession to find and promote practical
methods of what she called "birth con
trol," and almost immediately found her
self at odds with the combined forces of
the government, organized religion and
society. The access thatAmerican women
have today to safe and legal methods of
contraception and birth control, and the
public opinion that supports it, is almost
entirely due to Sanger's efforts.
Toni Morrison
Torii Morristin (b. 1931)
• Vv She 'was"-bonF Chloe Anthony
Wofford in Lorian, OHio, andgrew up in a
—home and communi '̂wlth'deep"^l1d firm"
beliefs in the supernatural. Her grand
mother told wild and wondrous tales of
strange happenings, and Morrison herself
kept a "dreambook" of symbols from her
wild dreams.
She says she never particularly want
ed to be an author, but decided to try it at
a writer's group while leaching at Howard
University in 1962. Today, she is the
author of several award-winning novels,
plays and anthologies.
Ida Wells Bamett
Ida Wells Bamett (1862-1931)
Ida Wells Barnett is known for many
things today, among them her "relentless
and literally death-defying campaign"
against racial lynching that lasted for
decades. She was an early predecessorof
Rosa Parks in her refusal to give up a train
seat in 1884. After being removed by
force, she sued and won in the circuit
court, but the decision was later reversed
by the Tennessee Supreme Court.
In 1891,Wells Barnett became a full-
time journalist, and led a crusade oppos





She shattered precedents as a first
•lady, •and'cnntintredTtstng hemotoriety to-
make waves as a humanitarian, a diplo
mat, a teacher and an activist. She was
highly influential as a political wife, and
even after her husband's death, she
remained active as a United Nations dele
gate and a social activist for minorities
and the poor.
She was, and still remains, controver
sial as a public figure because of her
adamant stands on civil rights and other
social issues, including women's rights,
birth control and social welfare. Still, year
after year, she has been voted "most





Although her left leg was paralyzed
by polio at age four, Wilma Rudolph
became legendary in track and field
record books. It took five years of con
certed effort to even walk again, and she
went on to become a track and basketball
star in high school, before breaking
records at Tennessee State University. At
the 1960 Olympics in Rome, she won gold
medals in two events, and competed for
years afterward.
After retiring from athletic competi
tion in 1962, she taught school, married
and had five children. She also served in
a variety of educational capacities to pro
mote running and athletic excellence
among Black women and youth.
Clara Barton (1821-1912)
After teaching school in the northea,st
for 18 years, Clara Barton took it upon
herself to assist with nursing and the dis
tribution of supplies after the Civil War
broke out in 1861. She was the first
woman in Americanhistory to gain access
to the battlefield to administer care and
deliver supplies.
After four courageous years serving
both armies in the war, including the bru
tal battles of Bull Run, Fredricksburg and
Antietam, she founded the: American Red
Cross in 1882. Until her death. Barton
—» continued on £age ?
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conlinucd to serve the needy in
war and peacetime, and the
American RedCross stillprovides
care to all in need.
Nikki Giovanni (b. 1943)
Yolande Giovanni was bom
in Knoxville, Term., and moved
with her family to Cinncinnati.
Ohio as a child. She entered Fisk
University in Nashville, establish
ing a chapter of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee in 1965.
Nikki Giovanni became her
pen name for the dozens of
albums, books of poetry and
award-winning publications for
readers of all ages, creeds, back
grounds and races. She currently
Nikki Giovanni
works as a professor of Englishat
Virginia Polytechnic and State
University, and continues to pub
lish poetry and inspire people
worldwide.
Senator Thelma Harper
Theima Harper was born in
Brentwood. Tenn., and earned her
bachelor's of science in business
adminislralion and accounting
from Tennessee State University.
She continues to .serve the people
of Tennessee as a senator for the
Thelma Harper
96th through the 101st General
Assembly, as well as eight years
on the Metropolitan Nashville/
-Davidson County Council.
She is com'iiiuaUy /ecugiiized
in Nashville for her commitment
to the community by groups such
as the YWCA; Links, Inc.;
Women in Government; the
Nashville Alumnae Chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.;
and the National HOOK-UP of
Black Women, Inc.
Community View




Cynthia McKinney was bom
in Atlanta, Ga., and earned her
bachelor's degree in international
relations from the University of
Southern California. Before
being elected to Congress five
years ago, she taught political sci
ence at Clark Atlanta University
and later at Agnes Scott College.
In just five years serving
Georgia's 4th District in
Congress, McKinney, who is also
the state's first African-American
congresswoman and the only
woman serving in Georgia's con
gressional delegation, has
emerged as an intemalionally rec
ognized advocate for women's
rights, voting rights and human
rights.*











W.E.B. DuBois o '
Mass.
DuBois went on to help found the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People and
write several influential books about
race in America.
On this day inI ^
1965, politician
Constance Baker





held by a Black
woman in a
major U.S. city at Constance Baker
the time. Motley
To find more
information about different figures in
Black history go to the nearest library.
Enjoy the rest of Black History
Month!!!
r^ommimiti/
Through February 23 - "Black History in the
World Family" featuring special programs in
observance of Black History Month, at 6;20 p.m.
at Brentwood United Methodist Church (309
Franklin Rd.) Call 373-3663 for more information.
February 24 - Middle Tennessee State
University's African-American History Month
2000 - "Heritage and Horizons," presents
keynote speaker Dr. Mary Frances Berry. Dr.
Berry, a professor of American Social Thought at
the University of Pennsylvania, will speak on
"Heritage and Horizons; Reflections on Civil
Rights in America" in MTSU's Tucker Theater at
7 p.m. For more information, call MTSU at 898-
2551.
February 25 - Open mic poetry readings at Kijiji
Coffee House (1413 Jefferson St.), .from 8-10
p.m. Hosts for the night are "The Beatlicks,"
Pamela Hirst and Joe Speer. Feature: Jason
Carney. For more information, call Kijiji Coffee
House at 366-4117.
Every Wednesday In March - In celebration of
Women's History Month, Rev. Paula McGee will
conduct "Accepting your Greatness - Making
History" Bible Study from noon-1 p.m. in Scarritt-
Bennett Center's Wightman Chapel (located at
1008 18th Ave. South). Call 731-0563 for more
information.
March 5 - Author Gwendolyn Magee speaks on
"Quilts as Art, as Tradition, as Legacy: An African
i American's Perspective," as part of Women's
History Month Events at Traveller's Rest.
Campus Calendar
February 23 & 24 - Teacher recruitment, Kean
Hail Gym noon
February 23 - Afrocentric Bible Studies, 6:30
p.m. Wesley Center
February 23 - Dr. Adale Alexander, will speak on
"Homelands and Waterways" at noon Chemistry
BIdg. Auditorium
February 24 - Celebration of Afro-American Arts
and Literature, LRC Auditorium, 7 p.m.
February 25 - The Michigan Club presents "The
Price is Right," Humanities BIdg. I.E. Poag
Auditorium at 7 p.m.
February 25 - "Black Jesus/White Jesus: (s God
Color Blind?" seminar, 6 p.m., FPCC Forum
Room 210
February 26 - Dr. Julia Hare will speak at 7 p.m.
in the Humanities BIdg.T.E. Poag Auditorium
February 29 - TSU's Involvement with the Civil
Rights Movement" seminar, Heiman Street
Residence Center, 7 p.m.*
aturally, the country's premiere
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NFL stars die from blood clots, leukemia
By Alan C. Beard
Sports Writer
Recently two NFL stars died and
many fans will truly miss them both.
Derrick Thomas
The Kansas City Chiefs all pro line
backer Derrick Thomas died Tuesday, Feb.
8 of cardio-respiratory arrest. Thomas'
death was caused
by a massive blood
clot located
between the heart
and the lungs. He
was 33 years old.
This hap
pened more than













were thrown from the vehicle. A third pas
senger, 34-year-old John Hagenbusch had
his seat belt on and was treated and
released at Liberty Memorial Hospital.
. Earth Green, profe.ssor of neuro-
surgery at Jackson Memorial Hospital,
was quoted in an article in the National
Football League's "Sportslicker" as say
ing, "Thomas broke all records in rehabil-
ilaion. We were all suprised with what
happened." Before Tuesday's events took
place, all were optimistic that he would
eventually have full recovery.
That is just the kind of person
Derrick Thomas was.
He would always seem




with the Kansas City
Chiefs. He made a
team record of nine
Pro Bowl appearances.
He is the Chiefs all-
time leader in sacks,
safeties and fumble
recoveries, and his
total of 126 and a half
sacks ranks ninth on
the NFL's all-time list.
Thomas will also be
remembered for his
timeless efforts off the
field. Thomas had been
honored with numerous humanitarian
awards, most notably the NFL Man of the




The legendary coach of the Dallas
Cowboys, who paced the sidelines for
three decades while leading "America's
Team" to five Super Bowls, died
Saturday, Feb. 12, at the age of 75.
Many will remember Tom Landry for
his famous fedora and the.shadowy figure
ESPN portrayed him to be on their numer
ous NFL specials. He rarely showed emo
tion on the sideline and brought a certain
professionalism to every game by wearing
a business suit.
He had been undergoing treatment
since May for acute myelogenous
leukemia. In a statement released on
behalf of Landry's family the hospital
said, "Coach Tom Landry went peacefully
surrounded by his loving family. He will
also be missed by his many friends and
fans, and he will never be forgotten by all
of us whose lives he has touched so
deeply."
Landry coached the Cowboys for
their first 29 years and won two Super
Bowls with star quarterback Roger
Staubach. His 270 victories are third all-
time behind Don Shula and George Halas.
NFL Commissioner Paul TagVmbuesaid In
a statement given to ESPN, "Tom
Landry's familiar presence on the Dallas
Cowboys'sideline for three decades repre-
PHOTOCOURTESY BYVVWW.FOOTBALL.ORG
Tom Landry
sented the NFL at its best, he will always
rank as one of the all-time great coaches
and as an architect of one of the most suc
cessful teams in sports history. He will be
remembered for many special reasons,
including his record as a coach, the inno
vations he brought to our game and the
personal integrity he displayed."
His fmal record was 270-178-6, a
.601 winning percentage. He will be
remembered to football fans as the man
behind the Cowboys rise to football
supremacy. Landry's memory will always
shine just as bright as the star on the
Cowboys helmets.*
Forensics team continues success with winning awards
By Mitchell Vantrease
News Editor
Tennessee Stale University students
are making their mark in the area of foren
sics and remaining on top with numerous
awards.
Under the direction of Kimberly
LaMarque for the third year, the team has
won 56 national awards this year and
expects to win more. This team includes a
total of 10 members as well as LaMarque
and assistant coach, Barry Scott.
"I am very delighted to coach the
team again this year. They have improved
so much," LaMarque said.
She said sometimes forensics is a
tough competition to compete in.
Forensics is formally known as publicdis
cussion or debate. The team is the only
HBCU present in the forensics competi
tions.
The team has a full schedule ahead of
them this semester which includes two
national tournaments. One tournament is
the American Forensics Association
which will be held in Lincoln, Neb.,
March 31-April 3. LaMarque said it's a
PHOTO COURTESY OF KIMBERLY LAMARQUE
The forensics team is on a winning streak, and they continue the success.
very prestigious competition.
The team members competing in the
AFA contest include Shundrice Tucker,
Keri Day, Marlon Styles and Sameerah
Walker.
The other competition is the National
Forensics Association held in Ohio, which
includes students James Springer and
Amber Brumfield.
Forensics categories include dramatic
duo interpretation, dramatic interpreta
tion, oral interpretation, poetry and prose,
informative speaking and impromptu
speaking.
"I think we'll do belter than we did
last year. We are much more competitive
than last year and have seasoned veter
ans," LaMarque said.
In overall standings now, the team is
29th in the nation and ninth in their dis
trict.
The forensics team is no stranger to
success, having won over 50 awards dur
ing the 1998-1999 academic school year
and have competed at universities such as
Middle Tennessee State University,
Louisiana State University, University of
Alabama at Tuscaloosa, Eastern Michigan
University, University of Missouri at St.
Louis and Webster University in St. Louis.
LaMarque encourages students to get
involved with forensics, but the audition
process could be a tedious experience. A
student would have to audition for the
team at the beginning of the school year.
"Forensics is a great opportunity for
students," she said.
She also noted that students have
taken their forensics opportunities to the
next level. Some of the students are using'
their speaking skills to audition to get into
graduate school. And many of them have
gotten call backs from such universities as
the ivy league school, Yale.
"Forensics makes them better speak- •
ers and it pays off in a good way,"
LaMarquesaid. "It's also a great opportu
nity to meet people."*
Treat yourself ,
I to a good
bean.
delicious Bengal Traders™ coffees











Then try our gourmet biscotti.
treat yourself.
